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Abstract: Electromagnetic field enhancement (FE) effects occurring in thin gold films 3-12-
nm are investigated with two-photon photoluminescence (TPL) and Raman scanning optical 
microscopies. The samples are characterized using scanning electron microscopy images and 
linear optical spectroscopy. TPL images exhibit a strong increase in the level of TPL signals 
for films thicknesses 3–8-nm, near the percolation threshold. For some thicknesses, TPL 
measurements reveal super-cubic dependences on the incident power. We ascribe this feature 
to the occurrence of very strongly localized and enhanced electromagnetic fields due to 
multiple light scattering in random nanostructures that might eventually lead to white-light 
generation. Raman images exhibit increasing Raman signals when decreasing the film 
thickness from 12 to 6-nm and decreasing signal for the 3-nm-film. This feature correlates 
with the TPL observations indicating that highest FE is to be expected near the percolation 
threshold. 
© 2016 Optical Society of America 
OCIS codes: (240.6680) Surface plasmons; (180.5810) Scanning microscopy; (290.0290) Scattering; (260.3910) 
Metal optics; (240.6695) Surface-enhanced Raman scattering; (240.3695) Linear and nonlinear light scattering from 
surfaces. 
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1. Introduction 
Light interaction with nanostructures and nanostructured materials gives rise to various 
fascinating optical phenomena occurring at the nanoscale [1]. One of the directions of 
research in nano-optics is the search for structure configurations that efficiently interconvert 
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propagating and strongly localized optical fields and thereby promote strongly enhanced local 
fields [2]. The field enhancement (FE) occurs due to the resonantly excited collective electron 
oscillations [3,4]. Resonant interactions in metal nanostructures involving localized as well as 
propagating surface plasmons, i.e., surface plasmon-polariton (SPP) modes, have been 
investigated using colloid metallic nanoparticles (NPs) of various sizes and shapes [5–7], 
particle ensembles [8] with pre-determined optical properties, and periodic [9,10] and random 
[11] nanostructures. The spectral position of resonances can be tuned through a variety of 
parameters such as geometry, composition of nanostructures or size and shape of NPs [12]. 
These structures or NPs represented well-defined regular configurations exhibiting resonant 
FE at one or several wavelengths [5–10] or irregular random nanostructures featuring 
(spatially separated) resonant excitations covering a wide spectrum range [11]. The strong FE 
is extremely important for practical applications such as sensors [5,7] or micro-optical 
devices [13] and plays a major role in surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [9,10,14–
16]. SERS is a powerful and highly selective tool to chemically identify and determine the 
structure of materials and molecules, on the basis of their specific vibrational bonds. Strong 
SERS effects obtained using nanoplasmonic structures or NPs allows the detection of 
molecules at extremely low concentrations, down to a single molecule level [17,18]. One way 
to reach a high FE is to create structures with well-known “hot spots” [18–22]. These so-
called hot spots are created at interparticle gaps near 1-3 nm. If gaps turn sub-nanometric, 
then nonlocal effects start limiting the FE levels [23,24]. 
There are various strategies for the realization of hot spots, e.g., aggregation of NPs, 
satellite-systems [25,26], nanostructures fabricated by electron-beam lithography (EBL), and 
focused ion beam (FIB) milling. However, colloids aggregation is unpredictable random 
process that leads to alternating Raman enhancement and decreased reproducibility. On the 
other hand, the EBL and FIB are methods that offer high reproducibility, but these methods 
are limited to roughly 10 nm gap sizes and require rather costly equipment, thus hindering 
low-cost and large scale production. After all, the main requirements for SERS substrates are 
not only high reproducibility and robust fabrication procedure, but also large-area 
homogeneity, low cost, and possibility for mass production. One route for the fabrication of 
large-area structures with “hot spots” could be realized with the semi-continuous metallic 
films [27–29]. These films can be obtained by evaporation of noble metals like gold or silver 
onto a dielectric or semiconductor substrate. In the beginning of the deposition procedure the 
“film” consists of separated clusters that grow monotonically in size and with irregular shapes 
as the amount of deposited gold increases. The clusters tend to grow faster along the substrate 
plane than in height. As the coverage increases and the deposited gold clusters are beginning 
to merge together, forming a labyrinthine structure where plasmonic “hot spots” occur for 
specific thicknesses where the clusters do not form a continuous film, while the distance 
between clusters is minimal. Using electron-beam deposition it is possible to fabricate 
structures covering rather large, up to wafer size, areas. 
In this work, we experimentally investigate electromagnetic field enhancement effects 
occurring in thin gold films during their transition from low-coverage (island-like) films, 
where gold clusters are well separated, to intermediate films near the percolation threshold 
and, finally, to relatively thick films exhibiting (close to) bulk properties. We anticipate that 
the results reported in this manuscript will be interesting for applications of various surface-
enhanced spectroscopies, in general, and SERS applications (in bio- and molecular sensing 
and identification), in particular. 
2. Fabrication and linear spectroscopy 
Thin gold films at different thicknesses were deposited with electron-beam evaporation at a 
vacuum chamber pressure of 10−5 mbar, and a deposition rate of 2 Å/s, onto the room 
temperature glass (borosilicate) substrates. The films were fabricated with the nominal 
thicknesses 3, 6, 8, 10, and 12 nm and were subsequently imaged by scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) [Fig. 1]. The 3 nm film exhibits separate clusters [Fig. 1(a)], whereas with 
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increasing thickness until 6 and 8 nm, the clusters form labyrinthine structure [Fig. 1(b) and 
(c)], and finally almost continuous films for thickness 10 and 12 nm [Fig. 1(d) and (e)]. 
 
Fig. 1. SEM images of thin Gold films with nominal thicknesses of a) 3nm, b) 6 nm, c) 8 nm, 
d) 10 nm, and e) 12 nm deposited by electron-beam evaporation on glass substrates. 
We emphasize that for the gold films, the quoted “thickness” is the average nominal 
coverage measured by the quartz oscillator and we estimate variations of the order of ± 0.5 
nm across the wafer. Reflection and transmission spectroscopy [Fig. 2] was performed prior 
to TPL measurements and before covering the sample with the Raman active dye Crystal 
Violet (CV). Our experimental setup for reflection and transmission spectroscopy has been 
described previously [9,10,30]. The spectroscopic reflection and transmission analysis were 
performed on a BX51 microscope (Olympus) equipped with a halogen light source, polarizers 
and a fiber-coupled grating spectrometer QE65000 (Ocean Optics) with a wavelength 
resolution of 1.6 nm. The reflected and transmitted light was collected using an MPlanFL 
(Olympus) objective with magnification × 100 (NA = 0.9). The image area analyzed by the 
spectrometer is limited by a pinhole with a diameter of 150 μm resulting in a circular probing 
area with a diameter of 1.5 μm. The experimental data in Fig. 2(a) represent the reflection 
ratio Rstr/Rref, where Rstr is the reflection measured from the films and Rref is the reference 
spectrum recorded from a bulk optically-smooth gold surface. The experimental data in Fig. 
2(b) represent the transmission ratio Tstr/Tref, where Tstr is the reflection measured from the 
films and Tref is the reference spectrum recorded from a bare glass substrate. As expected 
intuitively, the reflectivity of the films increases with nominal thickness, while the 
transmission decreases [Fig. 2]. 
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Fig. 2. a) Reflection and b) transmission spectra obtained for the thin gold films with nominal 
thicknesses of 3 nm, 6 nm, 8 nm, 10 nm, and 12 nm and normalized as explained in the text. 
It is seen that, except for the lowest nominal thickness of 3 nm, the spectra do not reveal 
specific resonances. The reflection spectra resemble those of bulk gold, with the spectral 
features becoming more pronounced for increasing thicknesses. For the film with thickness 3 
nm, the reflection/transmission has a broad peak/dip at ~550-650 nm, which can be explained 
by local surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) in clusters with sizes of 10-40 nm [Fig. 1(a)]. 
At the same time, the peak is inhomogenously broadened, i.e. less pronounced, since the 
ensemble of clusters have random shapes different heights and orientations. 
3. TPL and Raman spectroscopy 
Characterization of the FE effects in the fabricated gold films is conducted using TPL [31–33] 
and Raman microscopy. 
3.1 Two photon-excited photoluminescence (TPL) microscopy 
The setup consists of a scanning optical microscope in reflection geometry built on the basis 
of a commercial microscope and a computer-controlled translation stage. The linearly 
polarized light beam from a mode-locked pulsed (pulse duration ~200 fs, repetition rate ~80 
MHz) Ti- Sapphire laser (wavelength λ = 730 – 860 nm, δλ ~10 nm, average power ~300 
mW) is used as an illumination source at the fundamental harmonic (FH) frequency. After 
passing an optical isolator (to suppress back-reflection), half-wave plate, polarizer, red color 
filter and wavelength selective beam splitter, the laser beam is focused on the sample surface 
at normal incidence with a Mitutoyo infinity-corrected objective ( × 100, N.A. = 0.70). The 
half-wave plate and polarizer allow accurate adjustment of the incident power. TPL radiation 
generated in reflection and the reflected FH beam are collected simultaneously with the same 
objective, separated by the wavelength selective beam splitter, directed through the 
appropriate filters and detected with two photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). The tube for TPL 
photons (within the transmission band of 350-550 nm) is connected with a photon counter 
giving typically only ~20 dark counts per second (cps). The FH and TPL spatial resolution at 
full-width-half-maximum is ~0.75 μm and ~0.35 μm, respectively, which means no individual 
clusters will be resolved in the TPL images. In this work, we used the following scan 
parameters: the integration time (at one point) of 50 ms, scanning speed (between the 
measurement points) of 20 μm/s, scanned area of 10 × 10 μm2, and scanning step size of 350 
nm. We adjusted the incident power P within the range 0.3-1 mW in order to obtain 
significant TPL signals and record the TPL signal dependence on the incident powers. For 
bulk gold references (both electron-beam deposited and grown single crystalline substrates), 
we confirmed that obtained TPL signals depend quadratically on the incident power. For 
these measurements we kept for simplicity the excitation wavelength fixed at 740 nm, since 
there are no specific resonances Fig. 2 at this wavelength and 740 nm is more visible and 
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convenient to focus. The typical TPL image [Fig. 3(a)] reveals homogeneous signal from the 
scanned area. 
 
Fig. 3. a) Typical TPL image from the thin gold films, obtained here for 6 nm thickness. 
(Signal levels at bright spots are typically larger by 30-40% than the average TPL signal). b) 
Dependence of TPL signal on the power for the thicknesses 3, 6, 8, 10, and 12 nm. The log/log 
curves are shown with a linear curve fit and slope-values in the legend illustrate the super-
cubic signal dependence on incident power. 
The TPL measurements show strong TPL signal, which increases with increasing nominal 
film thicknesses from 3 to 6 nm. For further increase of the film thickness to 8 nm, the TPL 
signal is again similar to that at 3 nm and dramatically decreases for the thicknesses 10 and 12 
nm [Fig. 3(b)]. The remarkable increase of TPL signal can be explained by the coverage 
approaching the percolation threshold of the gold films. It is important to note that the 
nominal thickness at which the percolation threshold occurs, depends somewhat on the 
deposition conditions. We did not perform specific conductivity measurements, which could 
uniquely indicate the thickness at percolation threshold, but visual analysis of SEM images, 
clearly indicate that the thickness 3 nm is below, 8-12 nm are above, while 6 nm is in the 
close vicinity of the percolation threshold [Fig. 1]. It is reasonable that the TPL signal 
increases for 6 nm thickness as it correlates with the many nano-gaps and -cracks in the film 
at which hot spots could form [Fig. 1(b)]. With the formation of a continuous film, the 
number of hot spots significantly reduces and the gold coverage approaches that of a smooth 
layer [Fig. 1(d) and (e)]. The TPL signal for the 12 nm thickness decreases dramatically 
compared with that for 6 nm. Meanwhile, the level of TPL signal for the 12 nm film is still 
above that from the surface of the bulk gold references. The reason is, as was noted above for 
the thin films, that the film thicknesses is only an average measure. It means that roughness is 
present not only in the horizontal plane but also in the vertical plane [14,34]. However, we 
would like to stress that a strongly focused beam will actually also contain z-polarized 
components, facilitating excitation of longitudinal modes associated with this roughness. The 
variation of observed TPL signal across the sample was ~15-20% for the thicknesses 3, 6, 8 
nm and ~10% for the 10, 12 nm films. 
As mentioned above the slope of TPL power dependence should be two, but for some 
thicknesses [Fig. 3(b)], the TPL-measurements show a non-linear signal with a higher than 
cubic dependence on incident power. A possible explanation of this higher incident power 
dependence is supercontinuum white-light generation in the sample [35,36], possibly driven 
by non-local electron response [37] in the complex geometric shapes of the semi-continues 
plasmonic nanostructures [38]. It is very important, since it indicates the presence of strong 
electric fields. Experimentally, the level of TPL enhancement can be objectively evaluated by 
taking into account the area and incident power producing the TPL signal [39]. The intensity 
enhancement factor (EF) can be calculated using the following relation: 








α =  (1) 
where, S is the obtained TPL signal, < P > is the average incident power, and A is the TPL 
source area within the FH focus spot (diameter ~0.75 μm) producing the enhancement. Using 
Eq. (1), the intensity enhancement was estimated for the Gold films as ~14 (12 nm), ~28 (10 
nm), ~66 (8 nm), ~96 (6 nm) and ~60 (3 nm). However, these estimations are rather rough as 
they do not take into account a more detailed ratio between areas, since for the clusters and 
semi-continues gold it is difficult to accurately evaluate the smaller TPL source area, which 
would lead to higher FE estimates. Moreover, for such thin films with thicknesses less than 
the skin depth, not only the source area but also its volume start to play a role, making 
estimation further complicated. Even if it is possible by a software and SEM images to get an 
improved estimate of the source area, the film thickness is only an average measure and we 
cannot be sure of the contributing volume. On the other hand, in the above estimate we did 
not take into account that the power dependence of the obtained signal is more than quadratic, 
which would lead to significantly lower FE estimates. The careful calculation for 6 nm 
thickness with an area reduction, e.g., Astr ~ (40 × 40 nm2) ~1/240 Aref and accurate power 
dependence ~3.2, gives the same FE estimation, and it is clear even from these rough 
estimates that the easily fabricated substrates still provide rather high and interesting FE 
effects. In the light of Ref [38]. we speculate that the high FE and the nonlinear response 
could be associated with nonlocal dynamics. 
3.2 Surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy 
After obtaining the reflection/transmission spectra and TPL characterization, directly before 
the Raman measurement, the samples were covered by an ethanol 10−6 M solution of Crystal 
Violet dye. This Raman active dye was chosen as it has well characterized properties, and 
moreover CV is not resonant at our excitation wavelength (absorption line ~590 nm) and it is 
relatively stable. The non-resonant Raman characterization helps us prevent the strong 
fluorescence which can sometimes completely dominate the Raman spectra and influence the 
enhancement estimation. For these experiments the concentration of CV adsorbed at the 
sample surface is not really important, since we primarily want to combine our understanding 
of electromagnetic FE with Raman microscopy, using CV dye and the SERS spectral shape 
for probing of the thin Gold films. The experimental setup used for Raman microscopy is the 
commercially available confocal scanning Raman microscope (Alpha300R) from Witec and 
measurements were obtained using linearly polarized excitation of wavelength 532 nm, 600 
lines/mm diffraction grating, and × 100 objective (N.A. = 0.90), whereas we use unpolarized 
detection in order to have a significant signal to noise ratio. Detailed SERS images were 
formed by mapping the spatial dependence of SERS intensity integrated around the main 
Raman peaks within the shift range 1560-1650 cm−1 for each of the 28 × 28 points (step size 
350 nm) in the scan. We used an incident power of P~0.08 mW, and an integration time of 
500 ms for each points [Fig. 4(a)]. 
These scan-parameters were selected as a compromise between minimum 
damage/bleaching of the dye molecules and significant signal to noise ratios. Typical SERS 
images show homogeneous signal across the isotropic sample [Fig. 4(a)]. In this connection, 
we should stress that for all thicknesses, both TPL and SERS images appear very 
homogenous. Signal levels at bright spots that we observed [Figs. 3(a) and 4(a)] are typically 
larger by 30-40% than the average TPL signal and by 10-15% than the average SERS signal. 
We did not observe any extremely bright spots, even for thickness close to percolation 
threshold where the average signal is high. 
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Fig. 4. a) Typical SERS image obtained for the thin Gold films, obtained here for 6 nm 
thickness. (Signal levels at bright spots larger by 10-15% than the average SERS signal). b) 
SERS spectra of CV with concentration 10−6M for all thicknesses (3, 6, 8, 10, and 12 nm). The 
shaded column indicates the range used for SERS imaging in a). 
Typical SERS spectra obtained from the thin gold films show that the SERS intensity and 
fluorescence increases for nominal thicknesses from 3 to 6 nm and then decrease again for 8 
nm and continue to decrease for the 10 and 12 nm. Analysis of SEM images explain this 
behavior as in the case of the 3 nm film thickness [Fig. 1(a)] the gold clusters have sizes 
ranging from 10 to 40 nm and shapes close to hemi-spheres or elongated rods, with their own 
LSPRs. The nearest neighbors distance between these clusters is 5-15 nm. The strong SERS 
originates from LSPRs of these clusters and for this thickness the cluster size and form is 
important. The increased intensity of the SERS spectra obtained from the film with 6 nm 
thickness corresponds to increased FE due to a decreased gap between the clusters [Fig. 1(b)]. 
For this thickness, clusters grow and coalesce into oblong formation of about 20 nm wide and 
80-120 nm long. The distance between the nearest neighbors is 15 nm in wide areas and 
reduces to 1-3 nm in narrow gaps. Some clusters form continuous chains. This happens at a 
thickness close to percolation threshold and leads to so-called “hot spots” in the nano-gaps 
between clusters and resulting in an increased SERS signal. With further increasing thickness 
until 8 nm the size of the clusters increases [Fig. 1(c)], and the amount of “hot spots” 
decreases. The clusters merge into a labyrinthine structure, hot spots disappear and the 
roughness of this labyrinthine structure becomes important. For film thicknesses of 10 and 12 
nm, the surface looks almost as a homogeneous film. However, since the films with 10 and 12 
nm deposition still has some surface roughness, the SERS signal is still present. It should be 
mentioned that in our previous works we have evaluated the intensity enhancement as the 
direct ratio between the signal of a reference (obtained signal form the smooth bulk gold film) 
and the main Raman peaks from dye adsorbed on the structures [9,10]. In the present case, we 
could not use this method since, with the dye deposited at the same concentration, it was not 
possible to get a Raman signal on smooth gold. For the calculation of enhancement, we use 
the analytical EF expression which quantifies how much more signal can be expected from 
SERS in comparison with normal Raman for the same experimental parameters [40]. The 
average EF was determined by comparing the signals acquired from CV at a concentration of 
5 × 10−2 M on a glass substrate, with the signals obtained from 10−6 M of CV on the thin gold 






=  (2) 
where ISERS and Iref represent background-subtracted intensities of the 1626 cm−1 band (being 
the most intense band) for CV adsorbed on the thin gold films and on the glass substrate, 
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respectively. CSERS and Cref represent the corresponding concentrations of CV on these 
different substrates. The average EF of these thin gold films were estimated to be ~0.85 × 104 
(3 nm), ~1.07 × 104 (6 nm), ~0.63 × 104 (8 nm), ~0.45 × 104 (10 nm), and ~0.25 × 104 (12 
nm), respectively. We would like to stress that in this case that we have used non-resonant 
dye at the excitation wavelength, whereas for the resonant case the enhancement estimation 
would be one or two order of magnitude higher. In addition, although the investigated semi-
continuous gold films do not provide as strong enhancements factors as reported for other 
specifically prepared gold structure configuration [5], our surfaces qualify as intermediate 
simple and large-scale fabricated SERS substrates. At the 532 nm excitation wavelength used 
for SERS imaging, the SPPs have considerably shorter propagation lengths of only a few 
micrometers, but at the same time this excitation wavelength is close to the LSPR of the 
individual clusters. Furthermore, one should note that in addition to the different excitation 
wavelengths there is also a fundamental difference between using TPL and SERS for the FE 
estimation. Here, TPL originates from the gold structure itself (contribution from the bulk), 
whereas SERS is from the part of analyte located close to the surface with strong fields and 
near or in hot spots, and in addition, there is a chemical enhancement [41], present due to 
chemical interactions between analyte and the gold film itself. 
4. Summary 
In conclusion, we have investigated the scattering properties and the local FE of 3, 6, 8, 10, 
12 nm thin gold films using reflection and transmission spectroscopy, nonlinear two-photon 
photoluminescence scanning optical microscopy, and Raman microscopy. The reflectivity of 
the semi-continuous films increases with nominal thickness, while the transmission decreases. 
The extremely strong and homogeneous TPL-signal was observed across the sample close to 
the percolation threshold, for a thickness of 6 nm, and a decreasing signal for further 
increasing nominal thickness. For thicknesses of 3, 6 and 8 nm, the TPL-measurement shows 
a non-linear signal with a higher than cubic dependence on incident power, rather than the 
quadratic dependence expected from regular TPL-measurements. Such strong power 
dependence could be related to super-continuum white-light generation involving various 
high-order nonlinear processes and it is an important signature of strong FE. For the Raman 
measurements, the samples were covered with 10−6 M concentration of Crystal Violet dye, 
which is non-resonant at the excitation wavelength of 532 nm. The SERS thickness 
dependence follows a similar trend as observed for the TPL investigation, with an increasing 
Raman signal for the 6 nm thickness, indicating how SERS enhancement is promoted near the 
percolation threshold. We believe that these easy-to-fabricate and scalable semi-continuous 
metallic films constitute a practical alternative for designing SERS substrates to be employed 
in the single-molecule detection and that the possibility for supercontinuum white-light 
generation in the percolation geometry should be investigated further, using also spectral and 
time-resolved measurements. 
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